IEP WRITER
TECHNOLOGY IMPACTING EDUCATION

eLITE

The IEP Writer is equipped with comprehensive
accommodations, strengths, needs, strategies and many
other reference tables that can be maintained and
expanded by the learning processes.
Also included: Transition plans,
Consultation and Review Updating, Report Card
Addendum, Alternative Program Report Cards, Safety
Plans, Behaviour Plans, SNC (SBT) Minutes, Spell
Checking, Flexible forms and letter writer, Single signon and AD Integration and Complete SIS integration.
Time Saving features: Easily copy text between IEP's,
One button access to the user’s own IEP’s,
IEP access follows the student to new location.

Stability: Extensive set of profiles and parameters
allows the IEP writer to be customized to suit each
board’s needs
SIS Integration: Standard set of profiles allow boards
to map the location of the student data
Content: Extensive accommodations,
strengths, needs, strategies and many other reference
tables that can be maintained and expanded by the
board.
Secure: User and User Groups can only access what
they need and how they need it: View, Edit, Delete
Printing & Reporting: Flexibility routines include one
criteria selection for printing of IEPs
Help & Reference: Each field in the IEP Writer has a
pop-up help window that can be modified to include
board content
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COOP WRITER
eLITE
TECHNOLOGY IMPACTING EDUCATION

LEARNstyle’s CoOp Writer is a comprehensive, enterprise
wide, web-based application developed to assist Ontario
School Boards to track and report on data related to
Cooperative Education and OYAP programs, and provides
for the creation, printing and management of Cooperative
Education Learning Plans.
The system’s built-in reporting functionality and userfriendly interface enables teachers to quickly establish
student progress and performance, as well as develop
curriculum and keep track of employer information,
student placements, student hours, and attendance.
A complete security system ensures users have access to
what they need and how they need it, including view only
access to Learning Plans when required. The CoOp Writer
has the ability to use Active Directory Integration for a
secure sign on and the user's desktop and navigational
menus are customized to the user’s role.

SIS Integration : A standard set of profiles allows boards
to map the location of the student data in their student
information system. Creating views to SIS systems
ensures the demographic data remains current.
Content : The CoOp Writer is equipped with a complete
curriculum database, derived from the Ministry. Board
specific course codes and expectation statements can
be added to satisfy all boards' unique requirements.
Printing & Reports : Individual and bulk printing of forms
including Learning Plans, WEA, OYAP forms and
Placement Assessment among others. Boards also have
the ability to define and maintain their own set of
custom documents, forms and letters.
Includes valuable CoOp reports for teachers and
administrators which include Student Hours Reports,
OYAP Registration Report, Student Placement Reports
and Employer Profile Report.
Hosted or Installed : CoOp Writer is a web based and can
be installed on a server at the board, or the board can
choose to have it hosted in “the cloud”.
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INVENTORY
MANAGEMENT
TECHNOLOGY IMPACTING EDUCATION

eLITE

SEA-IT offers a complete solution for:
SEA claim submissions, document consolidation
inventory tracking inventory allocation and
deployment.
We have identified a need within School Boards'
Special Education Departments to efficiently and
effectively consolidate the process for
receiving SEA equipment claims, ordering equipment, de
ploying equipment, replacing/exchanging/
transferring/repairing equipment and ultimately
tracking equipment.
Our SEAIT tool provides an online asset management
in a secure cloud environment that enables real-time
updates and full transparency of information for all
SEA Equipment, Assistive Technology and
Mobility/Sensory Equipment.

SEA-IT solves the issues of:
A solution for the slow and cumbersome SEA intake
process which is compounded by a pen and paper,
multi-step process
SEAit alleviates the Insufficient overview of the SEA
process that does not provide a high-level view of the
process
The systematic processes of this modules solves the
inadequate tracking and management of SEA
inventory
SEAit auto-generates all Ministry required reports

Contact us now for
more info and pricing
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MEETING
MANAGEMENT
TECHNOLOGY IMPACTING EDUCATION

eLITE

Tightly integrated with the IEP Writer and the board’s
existing student information system, eLITE’s Meeting
Management Module provides for the planning,
scheduling and reporting of IPRC meetings,
automating the flow of special education decisions (IPRC)
data back to the student’s IEP and the board’s student
management system.
Schools will never miss an annual IPRC Waiver or Review
meeting when using the comprehensive MMS tools,
designed specifically with SERTs in mind.
Waivers can be printed for multiple students at a time
and the scheduling of IPRC Annual Reviews is quick
and easy.
Board and Family Level IPRC meetings, which must follow
the rules set out by the Ministry, are easily
maintained by the central resource
secretaries.

A centralized calendar ensures that meeting rooms
and committee members are available. Meetings can
be scheduled based on school families to avoid
unnecessary travel costs (frequently a problem with
geographically large school districts).
Committee member roles are tied to staff positions and
staff positions to employees making the selection of
committee members a simple process. (Employees
can even log on to MMM and volunteer themselves to
sit on the IPRC committee).
Decisions made during the IPRC (placement,
exceptionality, etc) are automatically transferred back
to the IEP and student management system. Arms
length rules avoid potential conflicts with committee
members.
This centralized approach to student data allows
educators to make successful and relevant ongoing
decisions to enhance the learning process.
eLite’s Meeting Management Module also includes
Case Conference and Team Meeting management.
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DOCUMENT
PORTAL &
DISTRIBUTION
TECHNOLOGY IMPACTING EDUCATION

eLITE

The Document Portal is a data store of all documents and
forms related to a student. Parameter driven, the data
store can contain documents created / printed by any of
the eLITE sub-systems such as IEPWriter, Referrals, IPRC
Meetings , SAL , SEA, parent consent forms and more.
Additionally, the Document Portal allows for the upload
of scanned documents from external sources such as
letters, forms, Doctor notes, assessment summaries,
medical reports etc.
All documents may be queried by the various
internal eLITE sub-systems, by the query programs in the
Document Portal, from the SSF Student Dashboard; and
may also be made available outside of eLITE to the Parent
Portal provided as part of the Document Portal, or to a 3rd
party portal such as EDSBY™ for example.
.

The process of making a document available to
outside entities is called “Review & Publish” and
includes an optional and automated signature stamp
process. This process can be especially helpful to sign
a large number of documents—such as the Principal’s
signature on IEPs.
All documents are date and time stamped and form a
chronological, historical record of all the hard copy
information produced for the student.
Complete and comprehensive security by form type
ensures forms are viewed by authorized personnel
only
The Document Portal Interface Web Service allows
access by the Board’s own systems, the eLITE Portal or
external portals such as EDSBY™.
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STUDENT
SERVICE FORMS
TECHNOLOGY IMPACTING EDUCATION

eLITE

LEARNstyle's Student Services Forms module enables
authorized personnel to electronically create, administer,
update, query and report on the services that are
provided to students outside of the
regular classroom.
The SSF module provides a student profile dashboard
that provides a powerful tool to view at a glance which
services have been provided to the student. The user can
drill down to view any of the forms generated in the
system.
Using Adobe’s PDF document handling along with a
collection of sophisticated back end processes by
LEARNstyle, the board is able to easily and quickly design
a new form; publish it in the SSF and the system will
automatically track the data captured on the PDF form
and link it to the Student’s Dashboard.

The status of each form as it progresses through the
system can be easily updated so that the reporting and
query tools will give the board’s decision makers
accurate and complete information.
SSF is deployed as an eLITE module that integrates
seamlessly with the IEP Writer using LEARNstyle’s
Application Deployment Framework (ADF) for Case
Conference and Team Meeting management

Contact us now for
more info and pricing
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BESAFE
TECHNOLOGY IMPACTING EDUCATION

eLITE

LEARNstyle's BeSafe module enables authorized
personnel to electronically create, administer, update,
query and report on individualized plans where
prevention and intervention strategies are required.
The BeSafe plan can include a Safety Plan for crisisresponse when current strategies have been unsuccessful
in prevention of behaviours that present an immediate
risk of injury to staff and/or students.
As the involvement of the parent(s) and/or guardian(s) in
the development of the BeSafe plan is important, the plan
PDF can be easily shared with them. Emails containing
the plan PDF is automatically submitted to relevant staff.
Query and reports provide all the necessary tools to
gather and report on the Plans. Year End processes
ensure that all Plans are closed and stored for historical
query purposes while new Plans are created each year
with data copied forward for quick set up.

It integrates with any SIS system and with other board
applications to enable staff to quickly create, monitor
and modify personalized Behaviour and Safety Plans. It
also enables staff to record unplanned restraint,
personal protective equipment use incidents for
reporting.
Completely customizable fields on the Plan are defined
at installation, and drop down or select options
maintained by the school board to ensure content
consistency across all plans.
Administrators will appreciate the extensive reports
and queries with export to Excel.

Contact us now for
more info and pricing
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REFERRALS &
INTERVENTIONS
eLITE

TECHNOLOGY IMPACTING EDUCATION

LEARNstyle’s Referrals and Intervention module
provides for the creation, approval and parent
consent of student referrals to service agencies
such as CYW, Speech & Language, Psychologists
as well as school-based referrals (Transition
Facilitators for example).The comprehensive and
flexible setup parameters allows the board to
configure each type of referral independently —
specifying the agency personnel, parental
consent requirements, documents and approval
requirements and case log behaviour.
Referrals are entered quickly and easily by SERTs
in the schools, using drop down lists customized
by the board. This easy to use program takes the
guess work out of who to send a referral to and
what documents need to be included. The
approval process can occur automatically,
Case Log Management: The case log entry
and reporting facility within eLite's
Interventions & Referrals module ensures a
balanced case load per person. Using the
comprehensive reports, administrators can:
measure average length of interventions;
assist in the discussion around consistent
practices by sharing the statistical
information;
aid in determining professional development
needs within each discipline.
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ELL MODULE
eLITE
TECHNOLOGY IMPACTING EDUCATION
Create a program plan specific for each of your ELL
students. With our ELL module, you can manage and
track your ELL students' journey and provide transparent
reporting of specific progress over time. Easily track
program type (ELD, ESL) and support type (Modified,
Accommodated, Monitored, ABLE). Create customized
assessments with consistent questions/processes and
record students’ initial and ongoing STEP levels for both
ELD and ESL program types.
Communication with families is important to best
determine the appropriate program type to support the
student. Through the ELL module, pertinent background
information about the student and family captured
through the intake/parent interview can be documented.
The module will also generate customized parent
notification letters that include the relevant assessment
information.

Integrate with your Student Information
System and other eLite modules
Bulk print students' STEP history for OSR
documentation
Export data back to SIS to fulfill OnSIS
reporting requirements
Consideration for Special Education Services'
form to discuss and document that a student
has been referred to School team meetings,
intervention options, etc. This provides full
transparency for student services and school
program staff who work together to support
the student’s needs holistically.
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